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Fintech M&A Market 

• The fintech eco-system has reached an inflexion point in the wake of the pandemic, as clients’ attitudes, behaviours and

expectations have altered drastically to demand accelerated digitisation of legacy infrastructure. Consequently, methods in

which our finances have traditionally been managed are undergoing major transformations with inception of open banking

APIs and embedded finance as the economic bounce-back from 2020 continues, led by the financial technology sector.

Subsequently, coupled with historically low cost of capital, European fintech funding has nearly doubled from 2020 with over

£15.05bn capital deployed in the sector across 824 deals in the year to Q321.

• Fintech M&A was accelerated throughout the pandemic with deal volumes and valuations surpassing previous highs. The

Fintech sector witnessed a 46.55% increase in deal volumes from H120 to H121, supported by investors demonstrating reformed

risk appetite seeking to gain exposure to high growth and resilient industry verticals. The European fintech M&A market has

witnessed a considerable uptick in deal share in Q321, accounting for 21% of global fintech transactions – up from 15% in Q221.

• Strong trading performance and appreciation of share prices from publicly listed companies has bolstered investor sentiment

and further buoyed M&A activity. Publicly listed companies from Gambit’s fintech valuation index witnessed a 21.73% increase

in EV/EBITDA multiples from H120 to 31.78x in H121. Elevated valuations reflect the emergence of fintech’s importance in the

current financial landscape and demonstrates strategic & financial acquirers’ heightened appetite for robust, fintech enabled

asset classes.

• European exit volumes reached new heights in the current year to Q321, driven by record levels of deployable capital, investor

sentiment and valuations across the fintech sub-sector. Fintech company shareholders have expediated exit strategies in order

to optimally crystalise shareholder value - reflected by a 22% year-on-year increase in exit activity to Q321 YTD.

• The UK witnessed two significant transactions in Q321 with Visa acquiring Currencycloud, a developer of APIs that power

remittance and currency exchange services, for £716m at 19.35x revenue in order to bolster Visa’s own currency exchange rails.

Additionally, Lloyds Banking Group acquired savings and pensions provider Embark Group for £390m at 11.6x revenue as Lloyds’

subsidiary Scottish Widows seek to digitise their legacy infrastructure stack, enabling Lloyds and their subsidiaries to “manage

clients needs more efficiently and streamline the onboarding of new clients.”

• In recent years, fintech companies have been attracting unprecedented attention from financial acquires, providing them with

tools and support for accelerated growth – delivering an annualised growth rate of 16% compared to 1.3% annualised average

SME growth over the past 10 years. Private equity and venture capital firms Anthemis and Index Ventures have been particularly

active in the sector with seven equity investments in the fintech space, portfolio companies include Currencycloud, Abaka,

Revolut, Codat & Credit Benchmark.

• Under pressure to expediate their digital transformations and to enhance their digital capabilities beyond legacy fintech

software, strategic acquirers are executing aggressive M&A strategies to augment their suite of technologies. Lloyds Bank’s

October 2021 report supported this by concluding that 46% of the UK’s financial services firms are targeting acquisitions and

partnerships with fintech companies in the next year. Further supported by Natwest acquiring UK family and kids fintech firm

RoosterMoney, as part of Natwest’s strategy to enable families and the younger generation more easily manage their finances

and JPMorgan Chase’s acquisition of wealthtech platform Nutmeg, with Nutmeg expected to complement JP Morgan Chase’s

new digital bank venture into the UK.

Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis, CBInsights
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Sub-sectors in Focus 

Wealthtech Payments

Banking Blockchain

• The technological evolution, expediated by the pandemic, is

set to further facilitate the adoption of new technology in the

digital banking space. Traditional banks have been reliant on

incumbent legacy infrastructure and data analytics, but with

the implementational of Machine Learning (ML) & Artificial

Intelligence (AI) banks can facilitate near-real time processing

of data. AL & ML is drastically altering market dynamics,

allowing fintech lenders to deliver higher approval rates in

conjunction with lowering the risk of default.

• Digital lending via embedded credit is becoming more

prevalent across mainstream providers, with Buy-Now-Pay-Later

credit becoming a high-growth payout option featured on the

majority of eCommerce sites. Multiple providers (such as Klarna

and Affirm) enable interest free installment options without

credit decisions, this trend has elevated the demand for

embedded finance facilitators – demonstrated by Klarna’s

recent £480m raise at a £34.05bn valuation.

• The technological transition has enabled challenger banks to

bridge the gap to established institutions with the likes of Starling

Bank transforming from -£50m EBITDA in FY19 to £105m EBITDA in

FY21. Bottom line enhancement has buoyed activity in the M&A

market and elevated market valuations due to increased

demand for fintech enabled assets.

• Embedded finance is set to diversifying the payments space

beyond peer-to-peer and bill payments, with solutions

increasingly incorporated into offerings, retail apps and

ecosystem platforms. Payments-as-a-service (PaaS) is gaining

significant traction as institutions are increasingly outsourcing their

operations to efficiently support legacy payment infrastructure

upgrades and enhance customer experience.

• Payment focused M&A is recording historically high activity as

opportunistic strategic acquirers seek to cement market share

and financial acquires look to gain market exposure. Evidenced

by Zilch’s acquisition of US debt funding platform Neptune

Financial. Heightened demand for innovative payment

facilitators has resulted in payment companies delivering record

breaking valuations, witnessed with Visas acquisition of

CurrencyCloud, an API developer, for £700m to bolster Visa’s

remittance and currency transfer capabilities - deriving an 18.92x

EV/Revenue multiple.

• The outlook for the payments market is set for continued

proliferation of distributed leger technology (DLT) and Central

Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs) as legacy payment firms look to

alleviate transactional inefficiencies, reduce costs, and optimise

cross-boarder settlement time. Banco Rendimentos preceded this

trend with its partnership with Ripple and the ECB recently

confirming development of the digital Euro demonstrating the

increasing attention diverted to CBDCs.

• Emerging from the pandemic, wealthtech firms are pivoting their

technology stacks to parallel fintech’s evolving market dynamics,

with emphasis being placed on ecosystem development,

sustainable investment strategies, and hyper-personalisation.

Coupled with the implementation of open API Designs and Low-

code/no-code (LC/NC) computing the new wealthtech

paradigm is forming.

• Technological advancements have enabled wealthtech

companies to develop future proofed value propositions and

achieve cost and time efficiencies – evidenced by industry

leaders, the likes of Coinbase, witnessing a 818.57% net profit

uptick from FY20.

• Robust performance from wealthtech companies is driving sector

M&A, as financial and strategic acquirers seek to gain exposure to

the vertical. Exhibited by Lloyds Banking Group’s recent

acquisition of the wealth-platform Embark Group for £390m to

compliment their existing technology stack and traditional

institutions looking to pivot towards tech-enabled solutions like

Aviva bolstering its digital wealth provisions by its investment in

Wealthify.

• Leveraging the technological transition is set to be pivotal in

wealthtech firms securing continued success and delivering

market growth. Additionally in the historically fragmented vertical,

market consolidation is set to become a prevalent with acquirers

increasingly evaluating opportunities across the value chain.

Payment sector is forecast a CAGR of nearly 24% between 2019 

and 2024 Source: Capgemini 

Wealth-tech firms account for 37% of 
companies in the UK fintech ecosystem 

Source: CBInsighs

Banking companies account for 17% of companies 

in the UK fintech ecosystem 
Source: Deloitte 

• Transitioning through the third technological revolution,
Blockchain has emerged as one of the most discussed
technologies in the financial world.

• Blockchain has become an effective supply chain
management tool, delivering transparency, accountability,
enhanced security and trust to complex processes. Blockchain
has also been utilised in the global vaccine rollout, helping
Governments to track and distribute vaccines.

• Decentralised Finance (DeFi) is revolutionising traditional
finance products and services by relocating them to the
blockchain. DeFi is gaining significant traction on lending
platforms by delivering innovation and enabling barrier-free
entry options to the financial sector. Square, a leading fintech
company utilising blockchain, has benefited from pivoting to
DeFi with revenues increasing 255.18% from FY19.

• Rallying financial performance has led to increased demand for
blockchain enabled companies, which is now being reflected
in the M&A market and funding landscape. Investment in H121
more than doubled levels witnessed in 2020, with £6.3bn
deployed across 548 deals globally – demonstrating the
appreciating appetite for blockchain enabled assets.

• Investors remain optimistic about the future adoption and
development of blockchain technologies forecast for the
vertical. In 2022, blockchain is expected to increase its scope of
useability into IoT, extensive data-analysis, payments, banking
services, and decentralised marketplaces.

Global blockchain market is forecast to grow to $67.4bn by 
2026, at a CAGR of 68.4%

Source: MarketsandMarkets
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Gambit Corporate Finance LLP

Key points in focus:

• Technological transformation and innovation of legacy technology stacks are the foundation of fintech development,

and will continue to facilitate disruptive business models in financial services and drive sectoral demand. Coupled with

access to substantial deployable funds, low cost of capital and increased appetite for resilient assets classes will

continue to support positive market growth, trading performance and valuations of fintech companies.

• Gambit anticipates a mixture of continued technological innovation, increased aggregate demand, and evolving

market dynamics to fuel sustained sector growth – sector growth forecast at a CAGR of 23.41% to 2026.

• Across the fintech landscape there is significant appetite for development capital, with a reported £8.47bn deployed in

FY21 to Q3 – more than double levels recorded in 2020. Understanding the appropriate sources of capital to support their

business’ needs will enable shareholders and management teams to unlock additional growth potential, enter new

markets and appreciate shareholder value.

• Acquirers will continue to demonstrate their growing appetite to incorporate fintech assets within their portfolios in order

to access new technologies in an industry that is rapidly evolving. Simultaneously, investors are deploying substantial

levels of development capital to support these companies in reaching the next stage of their growth plans, creating

substantial competition for market leading businesses.

• The Autumn 2021 Budget announced no changes to capital gains tax rates, enabling exiting shareholders to benefit from

favourable tax rates and Business Asset Disposal Relief under the current regime. This is likely to change in the medium

term and the UK Government is likely to significantly increase CGT rates which means a shorter-term evaluation of exit

options is likely for many entrepreneurs.

• The current fintech market dynamics, funding landscape and anticipated CGT changes, that potentially includes rising

CGT rates to align to, or approach, income tax rates, provide fintech shareholders with an opportunistic window

accelerate succession planning and shareholder exit processes to crystalise capital gains during a period of heightened

M&A activity and corporate valuations.

• The recent wave of consolidation reflects the recognition that quality assets within fast growing and pandemic-resilient

sectors such as fintech are highly sought after and provides an opportunity for shareholders to exit at historically strong

valuations.

• Deal making has changed during the pandemic, but M&A participants have remained persistent and flexible, adapting

to remote due diligence and negotiations and completing transactions despite this unique situation.

• If you would like to arrange a call to discuss the opportunities facing your business or to understand the most appropriate

solutions to support your shareholders’ needs and ambitions, please contact a member of the team.

Sam Forman

Associate Director

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500
M: +44 (0) 759 040 8682

E: samuel.forman@gambitcf.com

Nick Gallagher

Executive

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

E: nick.gallagher@gambitcf.com

Geraint Rowe

Partner

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500
M: +44 (0) 789 992 8029

E: geraint.rowe@gambitcf.com

Lloyd Evans

Analyst

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

E: lloyd.evans@gambitcf.com
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Gambit Corporate Finance LLP

Corporate Finance International

Gambit is the exclusive UK shareholder of CFI, a

global partnership of middle-market investment

banks and corporate finance advisory firms. With

over 200 professionals located in 26 offices

throughout the world, CFI members specialise in

cross-border acquisitions, disposals, capital raising,

and related services. CFI is ranked number 24 in

Europe and 32 globally by Thomson Reuters for

transactions valued up to €200 million.

www.thecfigroup.com

Gambit Corporate Finance

Established in 1992, Gambit is an independent

corporate finance advisory firm specialising in

advising private and public companies on mid-

market transactions in the UK and overseas. With

offices in London and Cardiff, Gambit is widely

recognised as a market leader in M&A advice in

the Software & IT Services sector having built up

detailed industry knowledge and an enviable track

record in deal origination and execution.

www.gambitcf.com
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− Welsh fintech companies have been flourishing in recent years such as Currencycloud’s 390.4% up tick in 

revenue from FY17 to FY20, and are now developing to become an integral element of the UK financial 

landscape. Subsequently, Welsh fintech companies are now attracting elevated attention from market 

consolidators and private equity. Evidenced by Tech Mahidra’s acquisition of business process outsourcing 

and fintech provider Target Group for £112m at a 16.47x EV/EBITDA multiple, Aviva’s acquisition of wealthtec

leader Wealthify, Visa’s already mentioned acquisition of API developer Currencycould and private equity 

firm Maven’s equity investment into Delio for 13.86% equity in order to accelerate growth.


